Perspectives and challenges of photon-upconversion nanoparticles - Part I: routes to brighter particles and quantitative spectroscopic studies.
Lanthanide-doped photon-upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) have been the focus of many research activities in materials and life sciences in the last 15 years because of their potential to convert light between different spectral regions and their unique photophysical properties. To fully exploit the application potential of these fascinating nanomaterials, a number of challenges have to be overcome, such as the low brightness, particularly of small UCNPs, and the reliable quantification of the excitation-power-density-dependent upconversion luminescence. In this series of critical reviews, recent developments in the design, synthesis, optical-spectroscopic characterization, and application of UCNPs are presented with special focus on bioanalysis and the life sciences. Here we guide the reader from the synthesis of UCNPs to different concepts to enhance their luminescence, including the required optical-spectroscopic assessment to quantify material performance; surface modification strategies and bioanalytical applications as well as selected examples of the use of UCNPs as reporters in different assay formats are addressed in part II. Future trends and challenges in the field of upconversion are discussed with special emphasis on UCNP synthesis and material characterization, particularly quantitative luminescence studies. Graphical Abstract Both synthesis and spectroscopy as well bioanalytical applications of UCNPs are driven and supported by COST Action CM1403 "The European Upconversion Network".